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Over the years, Foglizzo’s name has been synonymous with 

bespoke leather and exclusive projects for yachting, aviation, 

hypercars, and private residences.

Today, our mission continues in the creation of beautiful and 

charming leather objects designed and crafted according to the 

best tradition of “Made in Italy”.

Each piece is carefully handcrafted by expert Italian artisans 

who combine time-honoured and sophisticated techniques to 

ensure precision and superlative quality. Each Foglizzo product 

is an expression of our genuine passion, integrity and pursuit of 

excellence with the purpose of creating an outstanding object with 

enduring design.

Design creates culture.
Culture shapes values.

Values determines the future.
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DOMUS brings a designer look and the renowned quality of Italian 

leather together, besides their varying functionalities, these articles 

add a succint touch of elegance and class to any environment, while 

the soft Italian leather will achieve a rich patina over time and your 

daily use. 

The spirit of customization is infused in each product with utmost 

perfection, making each Foglizzo creation unique. The standard 

palette of colors and leather types to choose from, assure the 

likeliness of finding exactly what any working environment needs.

The Foglizzo Bespoke Experience takes personalization even 

further by involving the client in each step and offering exclusive 

design services to fullfill his or her personal style. With an extensive 

range of custom details, every DOMUS product is distinct and its 

construction process a unique experience.

We staff a team of exceptional Italian craftsmen striving to perfect 

Foglizzo’s technique and push the limits to satisfy every demand. All 

items are handcrafted in Italy by expert artisans.

Beautiful things are not done by impulse,
 but through a series of small steps

brought together with harmony and passion.
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THE BESPOKE
EXPERIENCE

T he Fogl izzo Bespoke Experience takes personal iza-

t ion even fur ther,  o er ing an exclusive design service 

to ensure the highest personal style and individual ity 

for each product .  With an extensive range of optional 

detai ls,  every Fogl izzo Domus product is  s ingular,  making 

the creation process a highly unique experience.

At each step of the way,  working with Fogl izzo br ings 

you the highest level  of  exper t ise to meet every need and 

desire.  When you choose the Bespoke Experience,  you 

choose to play a crucial  role in the creation of your own 

per fect piece.  For this reason,  we use only the highest 

qual ity materials and employ exper ts to engineer by hand 

bespoke leather products.

Al l  rare leathers are selected in accordance with appl i-

cable regulat ions for the preservation of each species.

Our team of exceptional ly talented Ital ian craftsmen are 

always working to per fect the Fogl izzo technique and 

push the l imits of  leather ever fur ther.

1 2

3 4

5 6

Every project starts with a meeting to 

better undestand your needs, desires 

and vision.

Once the concept is decided, multiple 

solutions are discussed and developed in 

collaboration with the client through me-

dia such as hand sketches and computer 

models.

Choosing the leather can be a 

challenge, the outstanding range of 

the Foglizzo leather collections offers 

hundred different solutions.

Each piece is lovingly made by hand, 

involving a vast variety of tool and 

tecniques to ensuring the integrity of 

the concept.

The craftsmen employ the best 

techniques available to them to ensure 

superlative quality.

Every project is one-of-a-kind piece of fine 

craftsmanship art where contemporary 

design is fused with exquisite quality.

THE BRIEFING DESIGN PROPOSALS

CHOOSING THE LEATHER PROTOTYPING

THE FINAL PRODUCTTHE CRAFTSMASHIP
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D O M U S
PURE
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Simplicity is about 
subtracting the obvious,

and adding the meaningful. 

Deep commitment to quality, passionate craftsmanship, timeless 

design and attention to the details are the hallmarks that make the 

Pure Domus items recognisable as Italian luxury goods. With an 

emphasis on simple forms Pure DOMUS mission is to create high 

quality pieces that are built to last.

The attention to detail, sensitivity to form and careful selection 

of materials represents the bridge between the heritage of our 

history and rigorous approach to design. The style is universal and 

reflects a standard of excellence and refinement. The end result is a 

collection of home accessories that are precisely designed and built 

with heirloom quality, functional and beautiful for a lifetime and 

beyond.

All of the design objects are made with genuine Italian leather, hand 

finished by expert craftsmen and rigorously checked one by one. 

They are available in a wide range of standard colors and 4 types 

of leather, Nappa, aniline leather with enhanced grain, nubuck and 

a luxurious suede decorated with a special pattern that reinterprets 

the well known shagreen. 

As Foglizzo tradition every item can be personalized tapping into 

our broad leather collection of leather for upholstery to match 

exactly any environment needs
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TABLEWARE
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Elegant in a living room to display objects or in the dining 

room to serve drinks and hors d’oeuvres, this rectangular 

tray is handmade of Foglizzo leather and will complement 

any decor with its modern and refined style.

1

35x40 h5

13.7x16 h2

2

50x40 h5

19.8x16 h2

Kg

cm 

inches

CODE 0003DSVAIMRSCODE 0001DSVAIMRL

Kg

cm 

inches

35 cm
13.7 inches

1,7 cm
0.6 inches

3,5cm
1.3 inches

CODE 0002DSVAIMRM

Kg 

cm 

inches

0,8

20x40 h5

8x16 h2

1,7 cm
0.6 inches

1,7 cm
0.6 inches

35 cm
13.7 inches

35 cm
13.7 inches45 cm

17.7 inches

27 cm
10 inches

17,5 cm
6.8 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Packaging weight and bulk Packaging weight and bulk

Tray Set

Karamazov
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Superb craftsmanship and modern design aesthetic define this 

exquisite rectangular tray crafted of extra soft nappa leather. 

The chrome-plated metal handles add practicality to the minimal 

design. This versatile and chic accent will complement any existing 

decor style.

Each item of ours can be oredered 

with any leather finish of our chart.

CODE 0004DSVAHLRM

30 cm
12 inches

7 cm
2.7 inches

2,5

35X45 h10

17.7x 13.7 h4

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

40 cm
15.7 inches

Mr Stevens
Tray with Handles
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CODE 0048DSTACB00

1,2

25x25 h30

8.3x8.3 h12

Kg 

cm 

inches

29 cm
11 inches

21 cm 
8.2 in ches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

A classic champagne cooler that infuses a distinctive allure into a 

classic or modern dining room decor. The polished finish of the steel 

cooler’s  contrasts with the fitted genuine leather sleeve. Two round 

handles complete the piece, allowing for ease of transport.

Holly
Champagne Bucket
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Designed to maintain the temperature of a champagne bottle for 

several hours without using ice, this exquisite glacette is the perfect 

accessory for a formal table setting on special occasions. The polished 

stainless steel bucket is wrapped in full grain Foglizzo leather.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any 

leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the 

leather base, other colors or changes are 

available on request

CODE 0050DSTAGL00

1,8

15x15 h 25

6x6 h9

22 cm
8.6 inches

14 cm
5.5 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

removable 
refrigerant
element

Emma
Glacette
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The ice bucket is handcrafted of solid stainless steel and 

covered in high-quality Foglizzo leather. 

This exquisite ice bucket is a stunning addition to any home, 

and brings character to every entertaining occasion.

CODE 0049DSTAIB00

1,6

20x20 h20

8x8 h8

18 cm
7 inches

16 cm
6 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any 

leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with 

the leather base, other colors or changes are 

available on request

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Jay
Ice Bucket
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CODE 0052DSTANR00

0,05 (2 pieces)

10x5 h5

4x2 h2
3 cm
1.1 inches

5 cm
2 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching aret in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The napkin ring will be a striking accent on a modern or classic table. 

The simple silhouette is made of stainless steel, partially covered with 

exclusive Foglizzo leather.

Madeleine
Napkin Ring
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A unique take on an everyday object, this exquisite napkin holder 

elevates any table setting with its charm and visual balance. The 

piece is made using piped leather, whereby thin strips of fine leather 

are braided together to create a highly textured work of functional 

decor. This playful and elegant napkin tray will infuse creative allure 

in any modern table.

0,01 (2 pieces)

10x5 h5

4x2 h2

Kg

cm 

inches

CODE 0051DSTANRTR

5 cm
2 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching aret in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Sherazade
Napking Ring Turbante
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CODE 0053DSTANRIN

4 cm
1.8 inches

10 cm  
4 inches

0,01 (2 pieces)

10x5 h5

4x2 h2

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

A simple design that will add a refined touch to any table, this napkin 

ring is entirely handmade of Foglizzo aniline leather. Crossed to form 

the shape of the “infinite” sign and fastened with a metal stud in 

the center, this delicate ring will stand out around napkins in natural 

colors, providing a striking visual contrast and a classic accent to both 

formal and informal settings.

Heathcliff
Napkin Ring Infinite
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0,05

21x21 h8
8x8 h3

Kg

cm 

inches

6 cm
2.3 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

19 cm
7.5 inches

19,5 cm
7.7 inches

19,5 cm
7.7 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching aret in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Foglizzo full-grain leather makes the Appert cocktail and luncheon 

napkin trays a handsome addition to any elegant table setting.

Both chic and practical, the napkin holder has clean lines and minimal 

design to adapt to contemporary atmospheres or more sophisticated 

settings.

Appert
Napking Holder
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CODE 0046DSTACHQ0

0,25

10x10 h7

4x4 h3

9,5 cm  
4 inches

5,5 cm
2 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather 

finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather 

base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The leather coaster set adds an extra element of design to a setting. 

Each coaster set comes with 6 single coasters and a leather coaster 

case for storage. The Bette coasters set has a square shape, completely 

cladded with genuine Foglizzo leather.

Bette
Coasters
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The Anne set includes 6 round coasters with a 

matching case. Handcrafted from premium Foglizzo 

leather, this set is a fine furnishing detail that adds a 

decorative touch to the dining table. 

CODE 0047DSTACHTM

5,5 cm
2 inches

9,5 cm
4 inches

0,25

10x10 h7

4x4 h3

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Anne
Coasters
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Menu cover, handcrafted from Foglizzo leather and available 

in a complete range of sizes, colors and textures. 

A simple item for an excellent menu presentation.

Georges
A4 Menu Holder

CODE 0042DSTAPMA4

0,58

35x25 h5

14x10 h2

34 cm
13 inches

24 cm
9.4 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather 

finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather 

base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk
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A menu or wine list cover that combines an elegant, classy leather 

feel with a minimalist design. Each menu folder is hand stitched 

and dressed with premium Foglizzo lather. The menu holder can be 

personalised with embossed logos, embroidery decors and custom 

leather colors.

CODE 0043DSTAPMA5

0,35

25x20 h5

10x7 h2

24 cm
9.4 inches

16 cm
6 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other 

colors or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Charles
A5 Menu Holder
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An elegant leather frame to protect display menu, wine list, 

informations and other notes. A simple item for an excellent menu 

presentation. Available on request also in A4 size.

CODE 0041DSCOFSA5

24 cm
9.4 inches

18 cm
6 inches

5 cm
1.9 inches

24 cm
9.4 inches

18 cm
7 inches

5 cm
1.9 inches

0,08

25x20 h10

10x8 h4

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Nana
V Frame
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The Thérèse placemat is made of the highest quality Foglizzo leather to give your 

table setting a graceful sense of style and luxury. Its sleek rectangular shape 

frames the tableware neatly and accomodate perfectly dinner plates or serving 

dishes adding an instant modern edge to any table setting. Stylish and simple, it 

coordinates with the matching coasters and napkin rings from the Pure collection.

CODE 0044DSTATORM

0,6 (2 pieces)

52x40 h5

20x14 h2 

50 cm
19.6 inches

35 cm
13.7 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Thérèse
Place Mat
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CODE 0045DSTATOOM

0,6 (2 pieces)

40x52 h5

20x14 h2 

48 cm
19.6 inches

35 cm
13.7 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Ideal for the dining table, the leather placemat brings a stylish and 

practical touch to the tableware and works in both traditional and 

modern dining rooms. The oval shape is perfect for both everyday use 

and more festive occasions.

Germine
Place Mat
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LIVING
PURE
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Crafted of soft Foglizzo leather by expert craftsmen, these versatile 

vide-poches exemplify understated sophistication. Placed on an 

entryway console or a bedroom dresser, it will keep loose change, 

jewellery, and small items ready for the next day. 

Available in four different sizes and two main shapes.

Kg 0,13

cm  20x20 h5

inches 8x8 h2

0,2

20x20 h5

8x8 h2

0,07

20x20 h5

8x8 h2

10 cm
4 inches

15 cm
6 inches

20 cm
8 inches

20 cm
8 inches

10 cm
4 inches

CODE 0008DSVPBORM

CODE 0007DSVPBOQS

CODE 0005DSVPBOQL

0,1

20x20 h5

8x8 h2

CODE 0006DSVPBOQM

S

R

M

L

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather 

finish of our chart.  Standard stitching are in on tone 

with the leather base, other colors or changes are 

available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Kg 

cm 

inches

Cent
Vide Poche Set
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Whether to dress up a living room sofa, a chaise-lounge or add style 

to a master suite bed, these trio cushions bring timeless elegance 

in both modern and traditional decors. Crafted of Foglizzo aniline 

leather these stylish pieces add a soft touch to any aesthetic without 

overwhelming the overall look.

Available in three different sizes and two shapes to adapt to any  

circumstance. 

0,85

60x60 h25

23x23 h10

0,70

60x60 h25

23x23 h10

0,85

60x60 h25

23x23 h10

kg 

cm 

inches

kg

cm 

inches

kg 

cm 

inches

CODE 0011DSCUBARM

CODE 0010DSCUBAQS

CODE 0009DSCUBAQM

50 cm
19 inches

50 cm
19 inches

40 cm
16 inches

40 cm
16 inches

40 cm
16 inches

60 cm
23 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

Packaging weight and bulk

Packaging weight and bulk

Grimm
Cushions
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1 (2 pieces)

20x20 h20

8x8 h8

kg 

cm 

inches

14 cm
5.5 inches

17 cm
6.6 inches

CODE 0012DSVRBERM

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

These hand-finished bookends embody Foglizzo’s commitment 

to timeless style and quality. Sold as a pair, these bookends 

integrate in any bookshelf with understatement.

Proust
Bookends
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Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

CODE 0024DSBXPRUR

30 cm
11.8 inches

39 cm
15.3 inches

22 cm
8.6 inches

33 cm
13 inches

3,5

40x20 h 35

15x7 h13

kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Practical magazine holder with carry handle. The minimal design 

makes this object perfect for any environment. The solid structure 

is covered with premium Foglizzo leather that contributes with the 

understate design to create an accessory perfect for cosy interiors, 

whether at home or office. 

Duroy
Magazine Rack
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This sophisticated picture frame is an elegant object that fit in 

any ambiance. Modern elegance and traditional craftsmanship 

harmoniously coexist in this essential design. The frame is 

upholstered with fine Foglizzo leather and the back is lined with 

velvety nubuck.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request

0,75

32x32 h5

12.5

0,45

32x32 h5

12.5

kg 

cm 

inches

CODE 0013DSCOCFQS

kg 

cm 

inches

CODE 0014DSCOCFQM

30 cm
11.8 inches

30 cm
11.8 inches

22 cm
8.6 inches

22 cm
8.6 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Packaging weight and bulk

Dorian
Frame
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Subtle yet bold, this door tag is an elegant accent that will enliven 

bedroom or bathroom decor. Fashioned of Foglizzo leather, this door 

tag is complete with a “Please Do Not Disturb” embossed message in 

silver lettering. The door tassel and cord strung through a hole at the 

top of the tag are available in a variety of colors upon request. 

CODE 0015DSVRDTNA

0,3

6x12 h5

2x4 h2

Kg 

cm 

inches

please

5 cm
2 inches

10 cm
4 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather 

finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather 

base, other colors or changes are available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

please

DO NOT 
DISTURB

Poe
Door Tag
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A simple and functional storage basket. It can be used to store towels, linens, laundry, 

magazines, vinyl records, firewood, toys, showing extreme versatility in bathroom, 

office, spa or living room. Made using a single piece of vegetable-tanned leather,

a white sailor rope give the perfect finish and hold the shape together.

1,7

66x45 h25

25x16 h10

0,05

40x30 h25

14x10 h7

kg 

cm 

inches

CODE 0016DSBXCCRL

Kg

cm 

inches

40 cm
15.7 inches

22 cm
9 inches

61 cm
24 inches

15 cm
6 inches

33 cm
13 inches

23 cm
9 inches

VEGETABLE TANNED 
LEATHER

D
Ebany

E
Burgundy

F
Cognac

G
Caramel

H
Forest

I
Navy

L
Black

CODE 0017DSBXCCRS

Packaging weight and bulk Packaging weight and bulk

Julien
Ropes Basket
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CODE 0021DSBXLBPM

6

40x40 h63

13x13 h24

35 cm
13.5 inches

60 cm
23.5 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather 

finish of our chart.  Standard stitching are in on tone 

with the leather base, other colors or changes are 

available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Ideal in modern bathrooms as well more classic 

ambients, this handcrafted laundry bin has a solid 

structure covered in genuine Foglizzo leather.

Gervaise
Laundry Bin
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A testament to versatile design, this modern 

take on an everyday tissue box will infuse any 

decor with sophistication. The frame is covered 

in Foglizzo leather with stitching, the delicate 

details revealing a masterful eye for details 

that distinguishes the piece. Showcased in an 

entryway console, bathroom vanity, living room 

or bedroom side table, this tissue box will add a 

touch of subtle elegance in any decor.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any 

leather finish of our chart.Standard stitching 

are in on tone with the leather base, other 

colors or changes are available on request.

CODE 0023DSBXTBROCODE 0022DSBXTBQO

0,65

15x15 h15

6x6 h6

0,7

15x15 h10

9x6 h4

12 cm
4,7 inches

12 cm 
4.7 inches

13 cm
5 inches 8 cm

3 inches

22 cm 
8.6 inches

12 cm
4.7 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk Packaging weight and bulk

Daisy
Tissue Box
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Ideal in a private study, bedroom or bathroom, this handcrafted paper 

bin is a must-have addition to a modern or classic interior. The solid 

structure is covered in exclusive Foglizzo leather. The smoothness of the 

leather along the interior and exterior enhances the clear geometries 

of the piece, drawing the eye along the sharp lines and angles. The top 

stitching is a delicate finishing touch that completes the piece

CODE 0019DSBXPBPM

PX 

4,2

30x30 h40

12x12 h15,7

37 cm
13.5 inches

27 cm 
10 inches

On request perspex box inside.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Packaging weight and bulk

Kg 

cm 

inches

27 cm 
10 inches

Fabrice
Paper Bin
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CODE 0018DSBXPBTM

4,6

30x30 h40

12x12 h15.7

37 cm
13.5 inches

27 cm  
10 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Versatile and elegant, this paper bin is a stunning testament to hand-

craftsmanship. The cylindrical body is covered with genuine Foglizzo 

leather on the outside and lined with soft suede along the interior, 

creating a distinctive textural contrast. The bin is complete with a 

circular lid that elevates this everyday object to art. 

Etienne
Cylinder Paper Bin
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Stylish paper bin handcrafted from Foglizzo leather. This leather bin 

as a timeless, neutral look that will work in any environment. The 

interior is covered with wood laminated finish to ensure practicality.

CODE 0020DSBXPBPS

3,8

30x30  h35

12x12 h13.7

30 cm
12 inches

25 cm
10 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors 

or changes are available on request

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Frédéric
Wood Paper Bin
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Elegant pen pot to keep the desk organised with style. The 

boxed shape and stitching details add a touch of sophistication. 

Handcrafted with fine Foglizzo leather by Italian artisans.

CODE 0035DSUFPPQ0

1,2

15x15 h15 

5x5 h5

10 cm
4 inches

10 cm
4 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Pen Box

Molly
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CODE 0036DSUFPPT0

0,4

15x15 h15 

5x5 h5

10 cm 
4 inches

8 cm 
3 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our 

chart. Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, 

other colors or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The leather pencil cup holds pens and pencils while preserving the 

luxurious look of the desktop. The aniline leather exterior and the 

suede bottom give a tailored feel.

Zeno
Pen Holder
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A functional pen tray to keep all the writing utensils in one place and 

bring an element of sophistication and pure luxury to any interior 

designed space. The wooden frame is  lined with genuine Foglizzo 

leather and skillfully handcrafted.

CODE 0034DSUFPPR0

0,28

15x25 h5 

5x9 h2

10 cm
4 inches

22 cm
8.6 inches

2 cm
0.7 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors 

or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Balzac
Pen Tray
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This genuine leather desk pad is a luxurious leather writing surface 

with functional side rails, built to fit mid-sized desks. The classic style 

adds an air of warmth and personality to any environment.

CODE 0040DSUFDPM0

0,7

50x50 h5

19,6x19.6 h 2

40 cm
16 inches

60 cm 
23.6 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart. 

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or 

changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Medardo
Desk Pad
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CODE 0039DSUFDPD0

0,8

50x62 h5

19x24 h2

60 cm
23 inches

45 cm
18 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our 

chart. Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, 

other colors or changes are available on request.

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Form meets function and quality in this exceptional leather desk pad. 

The exterior and folded angles are fashioned of genuine Foglizzo 

leather while the underside boasts suede to allow for enhanced 

surface grip and slip-resistance. 

Agilulfo
Desk Pad
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Desk notepad coordinated with other Pure collection desk items. 

Handmade and crafted from premium Foglizzo leather. 

Available on request for A4, A5 and A6 book notes sizes.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart.

Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

CODE 0038DSUFNPA5

0,3

25x25 h5

10x9 h2

24 cm
9.4 inches

1,5 cm   
0.7 inches

22 cm
8.6 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Cosimo
Notepad
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CODE 0033DSUFBIA4

0,6

35x30 h5

13x11 h2

25 cm
10 inches

32 cm 
12.5 inches

4 cm 
1.5 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

A4-sized binder cover is ideal for hotel directories, menus, 

presentations and more. Inside the front and back covers are two full 

length pockets for holding more sheets or chits. An exquisite finishing 

and the finest Foglizzo leather make this product a classic office item 

with a high quality look and feel. Available with round nickelled rings 

or a rivets mechanism for holding any document.

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our 

chart. Standard stitching are in on tone with the leather base, 

other colors or changes are available on request.

Gregor
A4 Binder
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Nappa leather is a full grain un-split leather, 

very supple and lightweight. It retains a lot 

of the original textures and markings of the 

hide. Tough and durable in spite of being soft. 

Often it develops a patina over the years that 

adds to its beauty.

This beautiful leather is characterized by a 

slightly pronounced grain texture, expresses 

the most traditional aspect of leather for 

upholstery. The lightly enhanced grain 

guarantees greater regularity, the chrome 

tannage and dye colouring provides a soft 

and light hand that exalts all the rich, subtle 

nuances of authentic leather.

NAPPA

GRAIN LEATHER

Nubuck is a top grain leather that 

has been buffed (sanded) to soften 

the surface and give it a “velvet-like” 

appearance. It is extremely soft and very 

luxurious, stronger and more expensive 

than suede. It is soft to the touch, 

scratches easily but add warmth and 

sensuality to any ambient.

The Embossed Galuchat is a dramatic 

reinterpretation of the beloved shagreen.

Based on the Foglizzo suede, the Embossed 

Galuchat is a dramatic reinterpretation of 

the beloved shagreen, to visually mimic 

an exotic, scaled texture while retaining 

its renowned velvety suppleness. The 

unexpected dichotomy between hand and 

eye is heightened through dual-toned tipping, 

allowing for a truly original twist to the 

senses within any interior.

NUBUCK

EMBOSSED GALUCHAT
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NAPPA
Smooth leather

NUBUCK
Soft leather

GRAIN
Grained leather

A
Cream

B
Sand

C
Taupe

D
Ebony

K
Grey

L
Black

EMBOSSED
GALUCHAT
Shagreen 
effect leather

Colors available in stock. If you require a specific hue, you can access to The Bespoke Experience.

Contact our sales agents for more information.

E
Burgundy

F
Cognac

G
Caramel

H
Forest

I
Navy

J
Water blue

NAPPA
Smooth leather

NUBUCK
Soft leather

GRAIN
Grained leather

EMBOSSED
GALUCHAT
Shagreen 
effect leather
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Fold home accessories bring a statement edge to any environment 

while effortlessly infusing a touch of character.

The sculptural and elegant silhouette is a contemporary inter-

pretation of the Japanese paper-folding art, Origami. It combines 

overlapping forms to create unexpected objects with asymmetrical 

and sloping sides. The folds flow around the shapes, resulting in an 

intriguing silhouette that’s both practical yet aesthetically pleasing.

The chiseled beauty combines delicate design with state of the art 

craftsmanship with carefully chosen materials of the highest qual-

ity, unique shapes wrapped in supple nappa and nubuck leather.

This selection of home accessories are the perfect finishing touch 

for infusing any interior with uniqueness and originality. The vast 

range of luxury home objects turn a house into a home brimming 

with personality, you can decorate living room, bedroom, dining 

rooms and all the other interior spaces.

All items are handmade in order to create a unique product that 

over the time adapts to the owner life by its contemporary design 

and the ability of leather to live and change when used.

Foglizzo Domus Fold
symbolizes the ‘Made in Italy’ 

craftsmanship at its best
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This piece is designed to work with popular 3”x3” adhesive note pads. 

Crafted with a genuine Foglizzo leather, the note holder has a nubuck 

interior lining and backing. Exclusive handmade, it coordinates 

perfectly with the Fold collection accessories.

Kg

cm 

inches

CODE 0028DFUFPIQM

0,08

10x10 h5 

4x4 h2

9 cm 
3.5 inches

3,5 cm 
1.3 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Fold Post-it
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0,23

20x20 h5 

8x8 h2

CODE 0027DFUFNPA5

16 cm
6 inches

20 cm 
8 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The leather notepad is the perfect note-taking companion for business 

executives. The pad is covered with premium leather and nubuck on 

the interior, adding an essence of luxury to every situation, whether 

at home or at the office. Exclusive handmade, it coordinates perfectly 

with the Fold collection accessories. 

Fold Notepad
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Handmade leather document rack, which coordinates perfectly with 

the Fold collection accessories. A functional accessory for an elegant 

desk. Sized to accommodate standard A4 documents, it features 

aniline leather exterior with nubuck lining and bottoms.

CODE 0025DFUFPD00

0,95

30x15 h30

12x6 h13

28 cm
11 inches

30 cm 
12 inches

12 cm 
5 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Fold Document Rack
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CODE 0026DFUFPL00

1

30x15 h15

12x6 h7

15 cm
6 inches

28 cm
11 inches

12 cm
5 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The classic letter holder has three irregular shaped rows to organise 

the letters, decluttering the desk in style. Solid structure covered with 

fine Foglizzo aniline leather and nubuck.

Fold Letter Holder
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The paper tray helps to keep the documents sound and organized. It’s 

built to fit A4-sized document, and makes paper access easy with its 

convenient open-front design. 

Covered with premium Foglizzo leather and nubuck, it coordinates 

perfectly with the Fold collection accessories.

0,5

35x25 h5

14x10 h2

CODE 0030DFUFPTA4

33 cm 
13 inches

23 cm 
9 inches

3,5 cm
1.3 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Fold Paper Tray
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Kg

cm 

inches

1

25x25 h25

9x9 h9

CODE 0032DFBXPXQM

The box opens to reveal a nubuck lining interior. 

22 cm
8.6 inches

22 cm 
8.6 inches

20 cm 
7.8 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Sculptural and elegant, this box organizer is an exceptional accent 

piece that effortlessly blends form and function. Covered with aniline 

leather, the geometric silhouette combines overlapping forms to 

create a box frame with tall and sloping sides.

Fold Princess Box
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This box organizer combines a sleek silhouette with a rational storage 

capacity. The exterior is covered with aniline leather, and when the is 

box opened it reveals a nubuck lining interior. An organization must-

have in any home, this piece is best showcased on a console, desk or 

side table to tuck away valuables and trinkets.

Kg

cm 

inches

CODE 0031DFBXPXRM

1

35x25 h 20

14x10 h7

15 cm
6 inches

33 cm 
13 inches

23 cm 
9 inches

Packaging weight and bulk

Fold Prince Box
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CODE 0029DFBXPBRM

1,5

30x30 h40

12x12 h16

34 cm
14 inches

24 cm
9.5 inches

24 cm
9.5 inches

Kg 

cm 

inches

Packaging weight and bulk

The wastebasket is a perfect match for the Fold collection desk 

accessories. Designed to fit under or beside the desk, this piece 

provides a quality paper-waste receptacle while preserving the 

luxurious look of the office. A clear plexiglass cover protects the 

interior of the basket.

Fold Paper Bin
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Nappa leather is  a ful l  grain un-spl i t  leather,  very supple and 

l ightweight .  I t  retains a lot  of  the or iginal  textures and markin-

gs of the hide.  Tough and durable in spite of  being soft .  Often i t 

develops a patina over the years that adds to i ts beauty.

NAPPA

Colors available in stock. If you require a specific hue, you can access to The Bespoke Experience.

Contact our sales agents for more information.

A
Cream

B
Sand

C
Taupe

D
Ebony

K
Grey

L
Black

E
Burgundy

F
Cognac

G
Caramel

H
Forest

I
Navy

J
Water blue
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Colors available in stock. If you require a specific hue, you can access to The Bespoke Experience.

Contact our sales agents for more information.

Nubuck is a top grain leather that has been buffed (sanded) to 

soften the sur face and give i t  a “velvet- l ike” appearance.  I t  is  ex-

tremely soft  and very luxurious,  stronger and more expensive than 

suede.  I t  is  soft  to the touch,  scratches easi ly but add warmth and 

sensual ity to any ambient .

NUBUCK
A

Cream

B
Sand

C
Taupe

D
Ebony

K
Grey

L
Black

E
Burgundy

F
Cognac

G
Caramel

H
Forest

I
Navy

J
Water blue
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Every great design begins 
with an even better story.

Brass is the newest Domus collection of items designed to comple-

ment the living environment. The collection revolves around subtle 

accents of brass, a metal that exudes warmth and strength and begs 

to be touched as does Foglizzo leather.

Pairing metals with natural materials works wonders for any room. 

Brass and leather, both raw and natural materials, work particularly 

well when combined, creating a sense of charm. 

The design mixes clean modern lines, solid volumes and monochro-

matic color schemes which are enhanced with small injections of 

warm brass in a brushed finish. Foglizzo genuine leather provides an 

eclectic and sophisticated sense of elegance to even the simplest of 

spaces.

BRASS
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The objects are upholstered with fine nappa leather, velvety nubuck 

and genuine shagreen, an exotic skin with a smooth, polished surface. 

The opulent, rich texture has a pebbled appearance, is incredibly 

unique and stunning.

Nappa is a full grain un-split leather, it is very supple and lightweight 

and wears well. It is tough and durable in spite of its softness and 

offers a compelling and intriguingly fresh look. Nubuck is a top grain 

leather that has been buffed to soften the surface and give it a 

“suede-like” appearance. The surface begs to be touched and add s a 

touch of modern-retro.

Each type of leather has its own 4-colors palette which can be com-

bined to obtain a unique piece that furnishes in style any living space.

Often brass and leather share very similar colour palettes, meaning 

that the possibilities are endless for the looks that can be achieved 

when combined. Brass matches perfectly  with  the dark and desatu-

rated hues of Foglizzo leather, from  petrol and dark blues  to  taupe 

and tobacco.

Brass can oxidise or tarnish over time,
exactly like leather, giving it a distinct

 weathered look – just one of these
 material’s charming characteristics.
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We want to create objects 
with a story, character and 

hand-wrought craftsmanship. 

Brass is the perfect metal for adding 
an element of  luxury, timelessness and 
artisanship into 21st century design.

BRASS
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BRANDT Tray

Elegant in a living room to display objects or in the 

dining room to serve drinks and hors d’oeuvres, this 

rectangular tray is handmade of Foglizzo leather 

and will complement any decor with its modern and 

refined style.

CODE 0113DBVAHLRLABM

BRASS
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45 cm
17.5 inches

3,5 cm
1.3 inches

35 cm
13.5 inches

“The home should be 
the treasure chest of living.” 

– LE CORBUSIER

BRASS
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BRECHT Tissue box 

The traditional box profile is beautified by a brass 

silhouette finish that elegantly contrasts with the 

sensuous leather for a striking visual impact. This 

tissue box is unique for its elegance and exceptional 

craftsmanship, available in pure nappa leather, 

leather and brass or even nubuck and shagreen.
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CODE 0107DBBXTBQ0ABM

Tissue box in pure nappa leather or nubuck, 
with brass accent.

CODE 0108DBBXTBQ0BNM

Tissue box in pure nappa leather or nubuck, with
brass accent and top upholstered with shagreen.

CODE 0106DBBXTBQ0AB0

Tissue box in pure nappa leather or nubuck.

BRASS
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13,5 cm
5.3 inches

13,5 cm
5.3 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.
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Have nothing in your house
that you do not knowto be useful, 
or believe to be beautiful

BRASS
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Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

BRAHMS Tissue box

The tissue box holder captures the elegance of 

restrained lines merging it with plush materials. 

The pure nappa leather option enhances the minimal 

lines, while the presence of the brass makes it an 

outstanding piece of decor.

BRASS
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CODE 0110DBBXTBR0ABM

Tissue box in pure nappa leather 
or nubuck, with brass accent.

A design isn’t finished until 
someone is using it.

— BRENDA LAUREL
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CODE 0109DBBXTBR0AB0

Tissue box in pure nappa leather or nubuck.

9 cm
3.5 inches

13,5 cm
5.3 inches

24,5 cm
96.4 inches

CODE 0111DBBXTBR0BNM

Tissue box in pure nappa leather or nubuck, with 
brass accent and top upholstered with shagreen.

BRASS
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When I was at home, I was
in a better place.

— WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

BRASS
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BRUNELLESCHI Candle vase

Clean-lined yet subtly exotic, the candle vase lend an 

easy sense of elegance to both contemporary and tra-

ditional interiors. The cap is made by brashed brass.

CODE 0116DBVSCAY0AM0

BRASS
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15 cm
6 inches

8,5 cm
3.3 inches

BRASS
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BRAMANTE Diffuser vase

This beautiful vase aroma diffuser is finely decorated with 

nappa, nubuck leather or, for an even more sophisticate 

twist, precious shagreen.

CODE 0118DBVSVAY0ANM

BRASS
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15 cm
6 inches

8,5 cm
3.3 inches

20 cm
7.8 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request

BRASS
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BRUCH Vase

Perfect for displaying flower arrangements or small objects, 

and equally decorative when empty, this sleek vase com-

bines the cold, smooth texture of the glass with the warm, 

rich quality of the best Foglizzo leather that embraces the 

cylindrical element.

CODE 0117DBVSVAY0A00
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Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

8,5 cm
3.3 inches

20 cm
7.8 inches

BRASS
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When we build, let us think
that we build forever.

BRASS
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BRUEGHEL Frame

This sophisticated picture frame is an elegant object 

that fit in any ambiance. Modern elegance and 

traditional craftsmanship harmoniously coexist in 

this essential design. The frame is upholstered with 

fine Foglizzo leather, genuine shagreen or velvety 

nubuck.

CODE 0114DBCOCFRLBNM

Upholstery with genuine shagreen and nubuck on the back.
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CODE 0115DBCOCFRLABM

Upholstery with nappa leather and nubuck on the back.

BRASS
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29,5 cm
11 inches

24,5 cm
9,6 inches
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BREUER Magazine holder

The slim design makes this object perfect for any 

environment. A structure in brushed brass is lined 

with supple nappa leather and nubuck.

CODE 0112DBBXPR00ABM

Brass can oxidise or tarnish over time, 
exactly like leather, giving it a distinct 
weathered look – just one of these 
material’s charming characteristics.
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33 cm
13 inches

36 cm
14 inches

18 cm
7 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.

BRASS
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“Home is where
your books are.”

BRANCUSI Bookend

This bookend testifies the exquisite craftsmanship 

and use of refined materials, adding an eye-catching 

accent to a contemporary shelving unit or bookcase.

CODE 0124DBVRBEYMAM0

BRASS
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15 cm
6 inches

8,5 cm
3.3 inches

BRASS
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BRADBURY Paper bin

Ideal in a private study, bedroom or bathroom, this

handcrafted paper bin is a must-have addition to a

modern or classic interior. The solid structure is covered 

in exclusive Foglizzo leather.

CODE 0120DBBXPBQMANM
Paper bin body.

CODE 0121DBBXCPQ0A00
Paper bin cap.

BRASS
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27 cm
10.5 inches

5 cm
1,9 inches

37 cm
14.5 inches
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BREGOVIC Basket

Versatile and sophisticated, the basket adds an

elegant touch to any room it is placed. It can be used 

to store precious items as well as little coffee table.

CODE 0123DBBXCTYMABM

Styles come and go. 
Good design is a language,

not a style

— MASSIMO VIGNELLI

BRASS
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35  cm
13.7 inches

33 cm
12.9 inches

Each item of ours can be oredered with any leather finish of our chart 

Standard stitching if present in on tone with the leather base, other colors or changes are available on request.
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BRAQUE Tic-Tac-Toe

The timeless Tic-Tac-Toe game combines noble 

materials, exquisite craftsmanship, and a minimalist 

design for a stunning effect. A solid piece of alabaster 

is even more procious with accents of shagreen.

CODE 0122DBGMTTQMON0

BRASS
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23 cm
9 inches

2,3 cm 
0,7 inches

BRASS
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Nappa leather is a full grain un-split leather, very supple 

and lightweight. It retains a lot of the original textures and 

markings of the hide.

Tough and durable in spite of being soft. Often it develops 

a patina over the years that adds to its beauty.

NAPPA

WHITE CREAM BURGUNDY

WARM GREY AVIO BLUE
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Nubuck is a top grain leather that has been buffed (sanded) 

to soften the surface and give it a “velvet-like” appearance. 

It is extremely soft and very luxurious, stronger and more 

expensive than suede. It is soft to the touch, scratches easily 

but add warmth and sensuality to any ambient.

NUBUCK

WHITE CREAM BURGUNDY

WARM GREY AVIO BLUE
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Shagreen, skin of the stingray, became famous in Europe during the 

reign of Louis XV. Originally used as veneer on a variety of courtly 

objects such as sword handles, sheathes, snuff boxes and wig cases, 

it soon became popular for luxury household items as well. Galuchat 

(French for “shagreen”) embodies the best qualities of both pearl and 

leather, and requires a very skilled craftsman to work it.

GALUCHAT

WHITE CREAM BURGUNDY

WARM GREY AVIO BLUE
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www.foglizzo.com

FOGLIZZO LEATHER

Via Forlì, 164

10149 Torino - ITALY

+39 011 58 18 728

info@foglizzo.com


